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1. Characteristics of Prefiltration Membranes

Figures

1. Back-transport velocity of particles in the microfiltration of colloidal particles as a function of particle diameter (adapted from Wiesner et al., 1988) is shown in (a) and a similar analysis for conditions in a spiral wound RO module is illustrated in (b).

2. Schematic diagram of the CFS setup.

3. Ratio of filtration and volume as a function of the total volume of filtrated feed water indicating the three dominant filtration mechanisms: blocking filtration, cake filtration, and cake filtration.

4. SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for control experiment with deionized water.

5. SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for control experiment with deionized water and chlorine.

6. Influence of conventional (1 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for SDBW and SPW before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, n = 2.

7. Illustration of cake layer structure in the presence of wide particle size distribution is shown in (a), and cake layer structure in the presence of uniform particle size distribution is shown in (b).

8. Illustration of hypothesized particle size distribution obtained from CFS filtrate.

9. Influence of loose MF/tight conventional (0.22 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for SDBW and SPW before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, n = 2.

10. Influence of loose MF (0.1 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for MBR effluent before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, n = 2.
11. Influence of tight UF (0.04 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for SPW surface water before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, n = 2.

12. Comparison between conventional SDI and SDI-CFS measurements (a) and (b) comparison between conventional MFI and MFI-CFS measurements.
1.0 Introduction

Membrane fouling is an important concern in the design and operation of membrane systems for water and wastewater treatment. Particulate fouling of reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) membranes is of major concern due to a decrease in plant productivity and increase in operational costs associated with higher applied pressure requirements and frequent use of chemical cleaning agents. Various fouling indices have been developed in the past to provide an indication of membrane fouling potential. The most commonly used indices for determining the suitability of feed water for RO treatment are the silt density index (SDI) and the modified fouling index (MFI) (MWH, 2005).

Although various fouling indices have been developed in the past, there are several drawbacks associated with the standard methods. As the standard SDI and MFI measurements are conducted using a 0.45-micrometer (μm) filter, later studies were conducted to capture the effect of the smaller particulates and macromolecules. Thus, the MFIUF index was proposed. The index uses a smaller pore size ultrafiltration (UF) membrane with a molecular weight cut off (MWCO) of 13,000 kiloDaltons (KDa) (Boerlage et al., 2000). All of the above mentioned standard indices are based on the filtration of water in dead end mode. In contrast, RO processes involve the use of cross flow velocity to reduce the effect of fouling and concentration polarization. As a result, the influence of cross flow hydrodynamics has not been considered in previous fouling indices. Both SDI and MFI measurements are conducted using a 0.45-μm filter. In a cross flow RO module, particles with a certain size distribution will have a higher probability of depositing and causing the observed fouling. Additionally, the effect of turbulence-promoting spacers that are commonly used in RO applications is not considered when a dead end filtration approach is used. Thus, the standard fouling indices are not representative of cake filtration occurring in actual RO processes. Finally, standard fouling indices are usually conducted under constant pressure. In contrast, most RO plants operate under constant flux conditions to maintain plant productivity.

Due to various drawbacks associated with the previously developed fouling indices, this project involves the development of a novel method that can be considered as a more representative index of particulate RO fouling. The current method used in this project involves the selective removal of particles that are most likely to deposit and cause fouling using a cross flow sampler (CFS) operating under the similar cross flow conditions that represent most RO processes. The primary objective is to study the influence of the CFS system on SDI and MFI for different source water types and compare with standardized indices. With the development of such a technique, the CFS could be potentially employed upstream of the fouling index test cell to further improve the correlation between the SDI index and RO fouling potential.

2.0 Theory

Particle size is an important parameter influencing the transport of particles to and away from membrane surfaces. Wiesner et al. (1988) emphasized the importance of particle size in cross flow filtration by illustrating the influence of particle size back-transport velocity. The back-transport velocity can be related to the probability of deposition of particles leading to fouling. Due to the permeation of water through the membrane, there exists convective flux of particles.
normal to the membrane surface. The net particle velocity normal to the membrane surface arises from a combination of normal and tangential convection, along with the back-transport velocity associated with Brownian diffusion (Wiesner et al., 1988). The effect of tangential convection on the transport of a particle to a membrane surface may be described by two processes: shear-induced diffusion and lateral (inertial) lift, which act normal to and away from the membrane surface. The net particle velocity \( v_P \) is a balance between permeate water velocity \( v_w \), lateral (or inertial lift) velocity \( v_L \), shear-induced diffusion velocity \( v_s \), and Brownian diffusion velocity \( v_B \). The net particle velocity (flux) from the bulk to the membrane surface can be expressed as follows:

\[
v_P = v_w - v_L - v_s - v_B
\]  

(1)

The different velocities in Equation 1 can be calculated using the following expressions (Wiesner et al., 1998):

\[
v_w = \frac{Q}{A_m}
\]  

(2)

\[
v_L = \frac{U_0^2 a_p^3 \rho}{4 \mu h^2}
\]  

(3)

\[
v_s = \frac{0.05 U_0 a_p^2}{2h^2}
\]  

(4)

\[
v_B = \frac{kT}{12 \pi \mu h a_p}
\]  

(5)

In the above equations, \( Q \) is the flow rate, \( A_m \) is the membrane area, \( U_0 \) is the average cross flow velocity, \( d_p \) is the particle diameter, \( \mu \) is the absolute viscosity, \( \rho \) is the density, \( h \) is the channel height, \( k \) is the Boltzmann’s constant, and \( T \) is the absolute temperature.

According to Equations 3 to 5, the back-transport mechanisms are influenced by particle size, cross flow velocity, and channel geometry, with the predominant mechanism determined largely by particle size. Brownian diffusion decreases with increasing particle size, whereas inertial lift and shear induced diffusion increase with increasing particle size. Among the back-transport velocities, Brownian diffusion plays an important role for particle diameters smaller than 0.5 microns (\( \mu \)), inertial lift is important for particle diameter greater than 20 \( \mu \), and shear-induced diffusion is dominant for particle diameter in the intermediate range. The concept of back-transport velocities is illustrated in Figure 1(a), which is reproduced based on the data presented by Wiesner et al. (1998). The results from employing a similar analysis for a RO process are represented in Figure 1(b).
Figure 1. Back-transport velocity of particles in the microfiltration of colloidal particles as a function of particle diameter (adapted from Wiesner et al., 1988) is shown in (a), and a similar analysis for conditions in a spiral wound RO module is illustrated in (b).

The above analysis indicates that the lowest velocity (and, hence, the highest probability for deposition) occurs around a particle size of 0.2 µ, which is smaller than the 0.45-µ filter employed by traditional SDI and MFI methods. The analysis showed that the flow characteristics affected the back-transport velocities. Figure 1(b) shows that the predicted lowest back-transport velocity in a RO system could be an order of magnitude lower than that in microfiltration (MF) fibers.

3.0 Materials and Methods

3.1. Feed Water

In this study, three different types of water were tested, including California State Project Water (SPW), San Diego Bay water (SDBW), and membrane bioreactor (MBR) effluent. The water samples were collected in 20-liter (L) containers and transported with blue-ice packs to the MWH Research Center and Fabrication Facility in Monrovia, California. Once received, the samples were stored at 4°Celsius (C) to inhibit biological activity. To minimize any changes in water composition, the experiments were scheduled immediately after receipt of the water.

These raw waters represent three different water sources that are typical influents to a RO process:
- SPW (representing the surface water source) was provided by the Water Facilities Authority at the Agua de Lejos Water Treatment Plant in Upland, California.
- SDBW was natural seawater collected from San Diego Bay, California.
MBR effluent was collected from the MBR pilot (nominal membrane pore size of 0.1 μm) treating municipal wastewater at the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant in San Diego, California.

For all the experiments conducted, surface water and seawater were prefiltered using different grades of membrane filters. The nominal pore size of these membranes was deliberately selected to represent the different types of pretreatment commonly used for RO processes. The nominal size range of filtration from conventional media filtration is considered to be 1 μm, while 0.22-μm prefiltration is considered as tight conventional media filtration or loose MF. Additionally, the MBR has a nominal membrane pore size of 0.1 μm, which is in the range for most commercially available MF membranes. Finally, filtrate water was collected from a US Filter membrane pilot with a nominal pore size of 0.04 μm, operating on the SPW at Upland, California. The size range for most commercially available UF membranes is 0.04 μm. The characteristics of prefiltration membranes are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of Prefiltration Membranes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Pore Size (μm)</th>
<th>Membrane Configuration</th>
<th>Pretreatment Type</th>
<th>Source Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cartridge</td>
<td>Conventional media filtration</td>
<td>SPW, SDBW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>Flat-sheet</td>
<td>Excellent conventional/ Loose microfiltration</td>
<td>SPW, SDBW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Hollow fiber</td>
<td>Microfiltration</td>
<td>MBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Hollow fiber</td>
<td>Ultrafiltration</td>
<td>SPW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPW = California State Project water. SDBW = San Diego Bay seawater. MBR = Membrane bioreactor effluent.

3.2. Cross Flow Sampler (CFS) Setup

A schematic diagram of the CFS setup is shown in Figure 2. The major component of this setup was a single-channel cross flow unit accommodating a microsieve. The cross flow channel has dimensions of 2 millimeter (mm), 146 mm, and 95 mm for channel height, length, and width, respectively. Feed spacers (1.65 mm) were placed to promote turbulence and enhance mass transport. The microsieve accommodated in the cross flow unit was a 5-μm GE PCTE (polycarbonate) membrane of 140-square centimeters (cm²) (22-square inches [in²]) filtration area. The pore size (5 μm) is much larger than the prefiltration employed and is not expected to affect results from subsequent experiments. Moreover, the PCTE membrane had straight-through pores. The particles that were deposited on the membrane surface should all pass to the permeate side as no depth-filtration would occur with the straight-through microsieve.
The CFS unit was operated under similar hydrodynamic conditions as a typical RO process to simulate particle deposition. A centrifugal pump (model AC-2CP-MD, March Manufacturing Inc., Glenview, Illinois) was used to pump the feed solution. For all the experiments, a cross flow rate of 2.0 liters per minute (L/min) (equivalent to 1 meter per second [m/s]) was maintained. A peristaltic pump in the permeate line was used to maintain constant flux of 23.4 liters per square meter per hour (LMH), equivalent to 14 gallons per square foot per day (gfd). Remaining feed water was returned to the feed tank. After each experimental run, 2 to 4 L of CFS permeate was collected to determine SDI and MFI.

### 3.3 Silt Density Index (SDI)

The SDI measurements are an indication of the quantity of particulate matter in water (ASTM International, 2002). To measure SDI using the standard method, water is passed through a 0.45-μm membrane filter at a constant applied gage pressure of 207 kPa (30 pounds per square inch [psi]), and the rate of plugging the filter is measured. The SDI is then calculated from the rate of plugging using the following equation:

\[
SDI = \frac{100 \left(1 - \frac{t_i}{t_f}\right)}{t}
\]

where  
\(t_i\) = time to collect initial 500 milliliters (mL) of sample.  
\(t_f\) = time to collect final 500 mL of sample.  
\(t\) = total running time of test.
3.4 Modified Fouling Index (MFI)

The MFI is determined using the same equipment and procedure used for the SDI, except that the volume is measured every 30 seconds over a 15-minute filtration period. MFI was developed based on Darcy’s law, which relates the flux to the thickness of the cake layer (Schippers and Verdouw, 1980). The total resistance to flow is the sum of the filter \(R_m\) and cake resistance \(R_c\). Thus, a change in the flux \(dV/dt\) is related to the applied pressure \(\Delta P\) through the total resistance \(R_m + R_c\), as follows:

\[
\frac{dV}{dt} = \frac{\Delta P}{\mu} \left( \frac{A_m}{R_m + R_c} \right)
\]

\[
t = \frac{\mu V R_m}{\Delta P A_m} + \frac{\mu V^2 \alpha C_b}{2 \Delta P A_m^2}
\]

\[
\frac{t}{V} = \frac{\mu R_m}{\Delta P A_m} + \frac{\mu V \alpha C_b}{2 \Delta P A_m^2}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{Q} = a + MFI \times V
\]

where
- \(V\) is the total permeate produced.
- \(\Delta P\) is the transmembrane pressure.
- \(\mu\) is the dynamic viscosity of water.
- \(A_m\) is the membrane area.
- \(R_m\) is the membrane/filter resistance.
- \(R_c\) is the cake layer resistance.
- \(\alpha\) is the specific cake resistance.
- \(C_b\) is the concentration of particles.
- \(Q\) is the average flow.
- \(a\) is a constant.

The above equations predict that a linear relationship exists between \(t/V\) and \(V\) during cake filtration. The slope of the linear region is the MFI. A typical filtration curve is shown in Figure 3. The first region represents pore blocking (blocking filtration), the second region represents cake filtration, and the third region represents cake filtration with compression and/or clogging. The slope of the linear region (cake filtration) represents MFI.

To obtain a qualitative comparison of fouling indices before/after the use of CFS, a PALL (25-mm, 0.45-µm) nylon-based filter was used to determine the SDI and MFI. Because the diameter of the filter used was smaller, the permeate collected during the SDI and MFI measurements were scaled down to ~140 mL.
Figure 3. Ratio of filtration and volume as a function of the total volume of filtrated feed water indicating the three dominant filtration mechanisms: blocking filtration, cake filtration, and cake filtration with clogging.

4.0 Challenges in Measurement Technique

4.1 Control Experiment with Deionized Water

Deionized water was first used as the feed to CFS to establish the blank control. It was expected that the SDI/MFI of the deionized water before and after CFS would be similar as apparently no particles were present in deionized water. However, with the current CFS settings, a substantial increase in MFI/SDI values was observed for deionized water after CFS (Figure 4). This indicates potential contamination during the CFS operation.

The contamination was likely caused by biological growth during the CFS operation. To simulate RO operation, the CFS permeate flux was kept low at 14 gfd. Since the CFS filter area is ~0.014 square meters (m²), to generate enough 2.5 L of water for the SDI/MFI measurement, 7 hours of CFS operation was necessary. During this long cross flow filtration and recirculation period, excess growth of bacteria might occur and eventually cause an increase of SDI/MFI in CFS permeate. This is confirmed with the third column in Figure 4. To reduce the total time
required to conduct the tests, the effect of area ratio between CFS and MFI filters needs to be determined. When CFS was operated without permeate flux restriction, it took only 5 minutes to collect enough water for sequent SDI/MFI measurement. The SDI/MFI of the CFS permeate collected in such a short time was almost identical to that of deionized water. The instant contamination or leaching from the CFS equipment was minimum compared to the accumulated contamination over 7 hours of operation.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for control experiment with deionized water.
4.2. **Control Experiment with Deionized Water and Sodium Hypochlorite**

Sodium hypochlorite solution was added to the deionized water to check the effectiveness of contamination control. As shown in Figure 5, the SDI/MFI of deionized water with 5 parts per million (ppm) chlorine remained similar after 7 hours of CFS operation.

![Figure 5. SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for control experiment with deionized water and chlorine.](image-url)
This indicates that chlorination is necessary to eliminate biological contamination when running CFS at current hydrodynamic conditions. As a result, the cleaning and operation procedures of CFS were determined as followed:

1. CFS Cleaning:
   - Prepare 10 L of deionized water with free chlorine concentration of 5 ppm.
   - Add chlorinated water to CFS feed tank and flush out system for 5 to 10 minutes.
   - Insert CFS microsieve into the cross flow unit and flush system again with chlorinated deionized water for 5 to 10 minutes.
   - Drain feed tank.

2. CFS Run:
   - Set aside 2.5 L of feed water for “No CFS” SDI/MFI measurements.
   - Add remaining feed water (approximately 10 L) to CFS feed tank and add sodium hypochlorite stock solution.
   - Measure free chlorine concentration and adjust to 5 ppm residual.
   - Run system at cross-flow velocity of 1 m/s and permeate flux of 14 gfd.
   - Discard initial 500 mL concentrate and 30 mL permeate.
   - Run system until 2.5 L of permeate attained.
   - Shut off system and drain tank/pipes of water.

5.0 Results and Discussion

5.1 Influence of Conventional Pretreatment

The SDI and MFI measurements for 1-µm prefiltered SDBW and SPW before and after the use of CFS are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b).

Both source waters were filtered through a 1-µm cartridge filter before the measurements. Pretreatment using 1-µm filters were conducted to simulate conventional pretreatment. Conventional pretreatment of surface and seawater can include coagulation/flocculation, settling, sand filtration, granular media filtration, or a combination of the above technologies.

For all the experiments conducted (before and after CFS), the SDI and MFI values are lower for seawater when compared to surface water. Both seawater and surface water consist of varying levels of particulate matter. The SDI measurements on raw seawater were ~5.3, whereas the SDI of raw surface water were ~6.5. Thus, a higher raw SDI value for the surface water led to higher SDI and MFI values when compared to seawater.

For both water types, a decreasing trend in SDI and MFI values are obtained after the use of CFS. Although only a marginal decrease in the SDI value was obtained after the use of CFS for surface water, the MFI values decreased significantly.
Figure 6. Influence of conventional (1 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for SDBW and SPW before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, \( n = 2 \).
As MFI values represent cake filtration regime, they are more sensitive than SDI measurements. A significant decrease in MFI values for both source water types could have occurred due to a narrower particle size distribution and a decrease in the concentration of particles after the use of CFS.

Dynamic light scattering analysis was conducted using a particle size analyzer (Brookhaven, New York), but a particle size distribution was not obtained possibly due to the lesser number of particles present after the water samples were pretreated. A more robust method to determine the particle size distribution in dilute samples will be considered as part of future studies.

Because SDI and MFI values were conducted using a 0.45-µm filter, pretreatment using a 1-µm filter results in a particle size distribution in the range 1 µm < \(d_p\) < 0.45 µm. The CFS experiments were conducted with similar hydrodynamic (cross flow and permeation) conditions present in RO processes. Hydrodynamic shear force (see Equation 4) is a function of cross flow velocity and particle size. Permeation drag force is a function of permeation velocity and particle size.

Because cross flow hydrodynamic force and permeation drag force are dependant on particle size, a greater influence of hydrodynamic forces will occur for the particle size distribution obtained after 1-µm prefiltration. Thus, pretreatment of the source water with a 1-µm prefilter could result in a narrower particle size distribution.

A more uniform size distribution of particles will lead to a uniform porosity of the cake layer formed on the 0.45-µm filter and, hence, lead to higher flux through the filter. Thus, the MFI values are significantly different for both source water types after the use of CFS.

Due to higher volume of permeate collected (lower SDI and MFI) when fouling indices tests were conducted after the CFS, it is hypothesized that a more uniform particle size distribution is obtained after the CFS.

Due to the presence of cross flow and permeation hydrodynamics in the CFS, uniform particle size distribution can lead to a more structured cake layer formation on the membrane surface, causing higher flux through the membrane filter. In the absence of the CFS, even after pretreatment techniques, a distribution of particle sizes occurs, leading to a more unstructured cake layer formation on the membrane surface.

An illustration of the hypothesized phenomena is shown in Figure 7(a) and (b), while an illustration of the hypothesized particle size distribution before and after the use of CFS is shown in Figure 8.

Due to selective screening of particulates in the raw water, a more narrow distribution is expected to occur.
Figure 7. Illustration of cake layer structure in the presence of wide particle size distribution is shown in (a), and cake layer structure in the presence of uniform particle size distribution is shown in (b).
5.2 Influence of Loose Microfiltration (MF)/Tight Conventional Pretreatment

The SDI and MFI measurements for 0.22-µm prefiltered SDBW and SPW before and after the use of CFS are shown in Figures 9(a) and (b). Both the source waters were filtered through a 0.22-µm flatsheet filter before the measurements. Prefiltration through a 0.22-µm filter represents a loose MF and tight conventional pretreatment. For seawater and surface water, both SDI and MFI decrease after the use of CFS. The SDI and MFI values are higher for surface water when compared to seawater. When SDI and MFI values were conducted using a 0.45-µm filter, pretreatment using a 0.22-µm filter will result in an ideal particle size: \( d_p < 0.22 \, \mu m \).

Similar to previous results, a decrease in SDI and MFI occurs after the use of CFS. The SDI and MFI values is significantly lower when compared to conventional (1 µm) pretreatment due to better filtration and removal of more particulates by loose MF/tight conventional (0.22 µm) pretreatment.

5.3 Influence of Microfiltration (MF) Pretreatment

The SDI and MFI measurements for MBR effluent (nominal pore size ~0.1 µm) before and after the use of CFS are shown in Figures 10(a) and (b). An MBR was used for treating wastewater. Compared to the influence of conventional and loose MF/tight conventional pretreatment, the SDI values for the MBR effluent is not significantly different before and after the use of CFS. Because the MFI values are more sensitive, a decrease in value is obtained after the use of CFS.

After the water passes through a 0.1-µm MBR, a nominal particle size of \( d_p < 0.1 \, \mu m \) is obtained. The cross flow lift and shear induced diffusion forces scale on the order of two and three times the particle diameter (see Equations 3 and 4). Thus, after pretreatment with MF membranes, the
particle size in the feed is significantly smaller. Therefore, the hydrodynamic conditions in the CFS seem to have a lesser influence in segregating the particles according to size distribution. Thus, the SDI values are not significantly different after CFS when compared to SDI values without the use of CFS.

![Graphs showing SDI and MFI measurements](image)

Figure 9. Influence of loose MF/tight conventional (0.22 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for SDBW and SPW before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, \( n = 2 \).
Figure 10. Influence of MF (0.1 μm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for MBR effluent before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, n = 2.
5.4 Influence of Tight Ultrafiltration (UF) Pretreatment

The SDI and MFI measurements for 0.04-µm prefiltered surface water before and after the use of CFS are shown in Figures 11(a) and (b).

Figure 11. Influence of tight UF (0.04 µm) pretreatment on SDI (a) and MFI (b) measurements for SPW surface water before and after CFS. Number of experiments conducted for each source water, \( n = 2 \).
After the water passes through a 0.04-µm membrane filter, a nominal particle size of \( d_p < 0.04 \) µm is obtained. Thus, after pretreatment with tight MF/UF membranes, the particle size in the feed is significantly smaller.

A further decrease in particle size does not have significant influence on the cross flow lift and shear induced diffusion forces. In general, as the particle size decreases, Brownian diffusion forces dominate, and the process is diffusion dominated. Brownian diffusion is directly proportional to water temperature and is inversely proportional to the particle size (see Equation 5). As particle size in the feed water decreases, Brownian diffusion plays a more dominant role when compared to hydrodynamics. Therefore, the hydrodynamic conditions in the CFS seem to have a lesser influence in segregating the particles of smaller size and the process. Thus, the SDI values are not significantly different after CFS when compared to SDI values without the use of CFS. After prefiltration with a tight MF/UF, the MFI values also do not seem to be significantly different.

The SDI values obtained before and after the use of CFS for all the source water and pretreatment types are plotted in Figure 12(a). MFI values obtained before and after the use of CFS for all the source water and pretreatment types are plotted in Figure 12(b). The straight line represents deviation of SDI/MFI values after the use of CFS. If the SDI and MFI values after the use of CFS were similar to the measured values without CFS, all the experimental data obtained from this study should collapse on the line. Thus, data points closer to the line represent values that do not deviate significantly from the conventional SDI and MFI measurements.

From Figure 12(a), it is clear that the SDI values obtained after CFS with MF and tight MF/UF pretreatment are not significantly different from conventional indices measurements. Figure 12(b) compares MFI values obtained before and after the use of CFS. As the particle size decreases due to pretreatment, the MFI values obtained after CFS are very close to the values obtained without the CFS. Thus, MFI values obtained from the tight MF/UF pretreatment falls on the linear line, representing no significant difference in indices for smaller particle size fraction.

The main drawback with conventional SDI measurements is the non-proportional relation to the fouling behavior of RO membranes. From Figures 12(a) and (b), it is clear that the SDI and MFI values obtained with the new technique using the CFS system are not proportional to standard SDI and MFI indices. As part of future work, the indices obtained after CFS system would be compared to flux decline behavior of various source waters to determine sensitivity in measurements and, hence, predict RO flux decline.

6.0 Conclusions

A new technique to systematically measure SDI and MFI was developed using a novel CFS system. Different source water types were prefiltered through various pore size filters to obtain water representing conventional, loose MF/tight conventional, MF, and tight MF/UF pretreatments. The prefiltered water was passed through a CFS system, and the permeate obtained was used to determine SDI and MFI after CFS. The CFS system was used to simulate similar hydrodynamic conditions of a RO process.
Figure 12. Comparison between conventional SDI and SDI-CFS measurements (a) and (b) comparison between conventional MFI and MFI-CFS measurements.
The SDI and MFI values obtained after CFS were significantly lower for conventional and loose MF/tight conventional treated water. The SDI and MFI values were not significantly lower for tight MF/UF pretreated water. Hydrodynamic conditions incorporated in the CFS system seemed to play a critical role. Because cross flow lift and shear induced diffusion forces are a function of particle size and flowrate, larger particles from conventional and loose MF/tight conventional pretreated water encounter higher back-transport velocities. Thus, the permeate collected from the CFS system resulted in lower SDI and MFI values when compared to standard fouling indices.

When tight MF/UF pretreatment was used, a smaller size ($d_p < 0.04 \mu m$) distribution in the feed is obtained, leading to lower influence of hydrodynamics and dominance of Brownian diffusion. Thus, the permeate collected from the CFS system after tight MF/UF pretreatment did not result in a significant difference in SDI and MFI measurements when compared to standard fouling indices. Due to the presence of similar hydrodynamic conditions as a RO process, the SDI and MFI measurements obtained using the CFS system could serve to be a more appropriate method to measure fouling indices.

**7.0 Future Work**

To further test the applicability of the newly developed method to systematically measure SDI and MFI, future work in the following areas is proposed:

**Phase I:**
**Extended Exploratory Research**
- Determine the influence of porosity of different CFS filters.
- Determine the influence of area ratio ($A_{CFS}/A_{MFI}$) on MFI measurements.

**Phase II:**
**Prototype Development of CFS Unit**
- MFI cell directly connected to CFS permeate.
- Design continuous operation of CFS unit at constant flux and measurement of transmembrane pressure using pressure transducers to determine MFI.

**Foulant Characterization**
- Analysis of particle size distribution and concentration (particle count) in feed and permeate of CFS unit.
- Scanning electron microscopy analysis of cake layer structure after SDI/MFI measurements before and after the use of CFS unit.

**Phase III:**
**Fouling Analysis**
- Conduct RO bench-scale studies with various source waters to determine the correlation between SDI/MFI measurements after CFS and RO flux decline.
- Conduct RO bench-scale studies using novel RO tester to determine cake thickness of fouling layer using ultrasonic time-domain reflectometry measurements and correlate with SDI/MFI measurements after CFS unit.
Phase IV:
Full-Scale Implementation of CFS Unit and Testing Protocol
- Pilot-scale testing of the CFS unit with various source water types and correlating with full-scale RO flux decline behavior.
- Industry participation in implementation of CFS unit in full-scale plants.
- Development of a standardized test protocol to determine SDI/MFI using the CFS unit.
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